Case Report
Pathogenesis of EMA negative PR negative Microcystic Meningioma: A Case Report
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Abstract
A patient, aged 35 years female complained of headache. CT examination revealed a non-succable tumor at anterolateral aspect of dura. Tumor extended from the right cervicomedullary junction upto C7 level. Tumor was excised and multiple soft tissue pieces, together measuring 1.5×1×1 cm were collected. All the pieces were sectioned. Tumor had a sieve-like and cyst-like appearance. Section showed a circumscribed globular tumor which consisted of proliferated bland spindle cells. Tumor had an edematous stroma and presented a microcystic appearance. The cells had elongated ovoid nuclei and mild eosinophilic cytoplasm. Several thin-walled vascular spaces were also seen in the tumor. Strong positive reaction was obtained with an anti-S100 antibody, suggesting a neural origin of tumor cells. Further, anti-Ki 67 antibody gave mild reaction (Ki67 index was 12%) suggesting benign neoplasm. Anti-CD 34 and anti-D2.40antibodies gave positive reactions (2+) with small blood vessels of the tumor.

Keywords: Benign cystic neoplasm with similar behavior among various subtypes.

Introduction
During previous 5 years (from 1st Jan 2018 to 31st December 2023), we had 3 cases of microcystic meningioma. Total number of cases of meningioma during this period were forty-two. Other subtypes of meningiomas were as follows. Twenty patients had meningothelial meningioma. Thirteen other cases had Psammomatous meningioma. Two patients each had fibroblastic meningioma, angiomatous meningioma and anaplastic meningioma. Age of our meningioma patients (n=42) ranged from 16 to 77 (median 38 years). Male/female ratio was 1.1:1.0). Exact pathogenesis of microcystic change in meningioma is not known. Tumor cells may secrete myxoid fluid which may accumulate in dilated stromal extracellular spaces. Another possibility may be cytolysis and hydropic degeneration leading to microcyst formation[1]. Earlier, WHO classified brain tumors in the year 1993. Accordingly, 1.6% of tumors were microcystic meningiomas[2]. Herewith, we report a case of microcystic meningioma.
Case Report

Present case had a tumor that extended from right corticomedullary junction up to C7 vertebra. Patient had a globular tumor, measuring 1.5×1×1 cm. Hematoxylin eosin sections showed tumor tissue. Tumor comprised of spindle cells. Tumor cells closely resembled with normal cells, suggesting it to be a benign neoplasm. Moreover, tumor showed multiple micro- and macrocysts of variable sizes giving it a sponge-like appearance. Cysts were filled with myxoid substance. The wall of cysts contained fibrous tissue (figure 1). IHC revealed positivity of tumor cells with anti CD34 and anti-CD2.40 antibodies, (figure 1). Strong (3+) positivity of tumor cells was seen with anti-S100 antibody. Mild positive reaction was seen with anti-Ki67 Antibody (Ki-67 index was 12%), suggesting benign behavior of tumor cells (figure 2).

Figure 1: (A) Photomicrograph shows proliferated bland spindle cells in an edematous stroma with micro- and macrocysts of various sizes (HE×400). (B) Photomicrograph shows tumor cells, collagen fibers and cysts(MT×400). (C) Photomicrograph shows staining of tumor cells by PAS-alcian(×400). (D)IHC shows staining of tumor cells using anti-CD56 antibody. Negative reaction was seen (×400). (E) Photomicrograph shows positive (2+) staining of small vessels of tumor cells using anti-CD34 antibody (×400). (F) Anti-CD2.40 gave mild positive reaction with tumor cells (×400). (G) Anti-SOX10 antibody did not react with tumor cells (×400). (H) Anti-Calretinin antibody did not react with tumor cells. (I) Anti-GFAP antibody also did not react with tumor cells. (J) Anti-S100 antibody gave strong positive reaction (3+) with tumor cells (×400). (K) Anti-STAT6 antibody gave negative reaction with tumor cells (×400). (L) Anti-SSTR 2 gave negative reaction with tumor cells (×400). (M) Anti-Ki 67 antibody gave mild positive reaction (Ki 67 index was 12%). (N) Anti-EMA antibody gave negative reaction with tumor cells. (O) Anti-PR antibody also gave negative reaction with tumor cells.
Discussion

Microcystic meningioma is a rare histological subtype of meningioma. It was first described by Masson as being warm and damp. It is a myxoid tumor. IHC using anti-CD 34 antibody revealed poor vascularity of the tumor. Several theories have been proposed to explain microcystic change, e.g. degeneration, proteinous fluid transudation, vascular permeability changes and subarachnoid structure. Further, CT appearance of microcystic meningioma may be similar to cerebral edema. In addition, biological behavior of microcystic meningioma may be benign, similar to other subtypes of meningiomas. Furthermore, meningiomas with severe positron emission tomography might express increased levels of endothelial permeability factor. Additionally, meningiomas of the frontal lobe tend to be bigger in size when compared with those located at occipitoparietal. Moreover, radical resection of microcystic meningioma appeared essential for prevention of recurrence. Strong correlation was found between Ki67 labeling index and progesterone expression. Furthermore, electron microscopic studies suggested the role of hydropic degeneration leading to cytolsis in development of microcystic meningioma. In another study, 4 of 6 cases of microcystic meningioma had complex interdigitations of cytoplasmic processes and desmosomes as seen in arachnoid cap cells. On the contrary, 2 other cases formed stellate cells, common with trabecular arachnoid cells. Morphological classification may not accurately predict the outcome of microcystic meningioma. Five DNA methylation groups have been reported; three among them suggest benign neoplasm (MC ben 1 MC ben 2 and MC ben 3). Another tumor with int A and int B may have a malignant potential while another tumor with MC ma might have a malignant outcome.

Conclusion

A 35-year-old female patient complained of headache. She was operated and a tumor measuring 1.5×1×1 cm was excised. IHC revealed mild positive reaction of tumor cells with anti-CD 34 and anti-D2.40 antibodies. Moreover, strong positive (3+) reaction was obtained with anti-S100 antibody, suggesting neural origin of the tumor. In addition, mild positive reaction was obtained with anti-Ki 67 antibody, suggesting a benign neoplasm. Histopathologically, she was diagnosed having a tumor that arose from arachnoid villus. Tumor was finally diagnosed as microcystic meningioma.
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